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Abstract. This article is based on drawing lessons from the basic theory of safety economics, such as the basic concepts, principles, theories, research methods, etc.; and is combined with the actual on the safety production of port enterprises. It has expounded the basic theory on the economics of port safety, such as basic connotation, subject investigated and research method; and has pointed out the basic features. The significance and value of research on the economics of port safety have been analysed in article. The basic framework on the economics of port safety has sketched in this article.

1 Introduction

With the continuous development of national economy and society, the guidelines, policies, and theories of safety management have being continuous innovation, and the models on port safety management have significantly changed. It is transforming from paying attention to after the accident treatment, to attaching great importance to accident prevention before accident. Port enterprises gradually establish the safety concept such as safety first, prevention first, safety development, etc.; increase safety investments; introduce the methods of risk management; and have achieved good results.

However, port enterprises generally encountered some common problems in practical work. The first, how to define and measure safety investment (cost) and to know and evaluate safety benefit (output). The second, in the case of that safety investments are limited, how to optimize the distribution the resources of human, material and financial, in order to obtain the biggest safety benefits. The third, in the premise that fulfilling the requirements for the safety regulations and standards and ensuring the due level of safety, how to reduce the safety investments or to reduce unnecessary investments. The fourth, how to scientifically evaluate the risk of the safety in production, how to reasonably determine the indexes of risk control, and how to properly handle the relationship between safety investments and safety benefits. These problems are so confused not only port enterprises, and including with the correlative government departments on port safety production, scientific research and consulting institutions.

The above problems are the basic problems of safety economics [1,2]. Over the years, according to the research on safety economics carried out less in China, and research on the economics of port safety at home and abroad is in the initial stage of starting, so the research results cannot see much.

The economics of port safety is a new subject. Because of the lack of theoretical guidance and scientific evaluation method, evaluation standard, for the research of this subject, there are some unreasonable, undesirable method of work, for safety investments, in some port enterprises.

For example, some port enterprises one-sided focus on the safety equipment and facilities investments (hardware) and ignore the safety management investments (software, including organization, personnel, education, training and so on), or on the contrary. Some port enterprises mistakenly believe that there are only investments and no benefits in safety production, or large investments and small benefits, therefore they are not willing to do investments, or reduce investments. And there are a small number of enterprises which constitute too high safety objectives that divorced from reality, causing that port aspire after zero accidents or zero risk, and blindly increase safety investments, too much to increase the economic burden of port enterprises.

With the importance of port safety has become increasingly prominent, the research of the actual effect and the economic relationship problems for port safety is especially urgent and important. From this point of view, there are very realistic basic functions that be as soon as possible to carry out the research of the economics of port safety, to research on the basic characteristics, content, research methods for the economics of port safety, and to define some basic concepts as the initial phase of research for the economics of port safety.

2 Subject investigated

From the angle of subject property and task, the definition for the economics of port safety can be given
The economics of port safety is a science that studying, which study economy (the interests, investment, benefit) forms and conditions for port safety, through the reasonable organization, control and adjustment of port safety activities, in order to reach the biggest benefits of safety for human, technology, and environment [3]. It is thus clear that the economics of port safety is a science which is to research the relationships between the safety activities of ports with the economic activities of ports. This definition has the following meanings: the subject investigated for the economics of port safety is the economic form and condition of port safety, that is, through theoretical research and analysis, in order to reveal and clarify the form of expression and the realization condition of the port safety behalves, safety investments, and safety benefits. The objectives for the economics of port safety are to achieve optimum safety benefit [5] the three which are human, technology, and environment.

The goal for the economics of port safety is achieved through the control and adjustment of the port safety activity. Port safety activities refer to the activities carried out in order to ensure the safety for port enterprises, which is including that: setting regulation and police for port safety, safety education and management, the implementation of safety engineering and technology, etc. Safety activities require a fair amount of human resources, material resources and financial resources, these resources are called port safety investments [6,7]. It will hope to obtain the corresponding rewards when to invest. The investment return for port safety is to ensure safety, and reduce accidents and reduce the loss of accident in port transportation. This also indirectly promote the added value for port economy production. Therefore, the safety activities of port is not only a kind of "consumption activity", or "investment activities" and "benefit activities".

The economics of port safety also has itself subject investigated, is to study and solve the economic problems of port safety. It is not only a special economics, and is a specific application science which be in order to the specific application area for the management activities of port safety. The subject investigated for the economics of port safety, is the economic relations in the field of port safety, that is, the economic relations of port safety. The so-called economic relations of port safety contains the following four layers meanings: division of labor and cooperation relationship for port safety, economic interests relationship for port safety, economic quantity relationship among the various factors related to the port safety, the economic benefit relationship for port safety. These 4 aspects constitute the system of economic relationship for port safety.

The research objects for the economics of port safety, specifically, are in the operation process of the ports, according to the unity of opposites between port safety reality and economic effect, to research on how to combine port safety activities with the best way with port transportation production, to explore the best input and output ratio in production of port safety, to make the benefits maximization of port safety investments.

Specifically, it will study the following questions: ① The macro theory for the economics of port safety, including that the influence on port safety with social development, national economic conditions and port industry development, and research on the influence of port safety which impact on the whole social economy, national security, and even the country's foreign policy. ② Established the objective for the economics of port safety. ③ From theoretically to discuss the proportion relationship between the growth rate of port safety investments and the speed of development of port transport, to grasp and control the development direction and speed of the scale for the economy of port safety. ④ Research on the range of port safety investment. ⑤ To define the scope of the direct economic loss and the indirect economic loss, and to do some discussions to estimate the direct economic benefits and the indirect economic benefits. ⑥ On the basis of the above research, combining with the development trend port development goals, to analyze and forecast the basic trend for that adapt to port safety investment, based on fast development of the ports.

There are many problems which worth studying in the economics of port safety. In view of the uniqueness and complexity of the economic problems for port safety, it cannot include all the contents of all. In the initial stage of research, it can choose the most important problems for the economics of port safety to analyze (Figure 1.).

First of all, it should be from the analysis of port safety activities, to the scope and type of, to illustrate the role of the safety for port transportation. On this basis, to analyze the influencing factors of port safety, to induce
and summarize that the principle which the activities of port safety should adhere to. How to analyze the needs of the port safety? It needs to start from the two aspects of quantitative and qualitative, such as that: ① the quantitative analysis for the port safety needs, which be including that the historical investigation of port business and safety signs, the analysis of growth trend for port traffic, and the forecasting for port safety needs; ② the qualitative analysis for the port safety needs, which be including that the changes in the international relations, the changes of political situation and social security, the changes in the social security mechanism, etc.

The analysis on safety investments is one of the important research contents on the economics of port safety. It mainly includes the following aspects: ① the investments of port safety production, (the types of safety production activities, the investments of the resources on human, financial and material, investment amount ratio); ② the investments of port safety management, (the types of safety management activities, the investments of the resources on human, financial and material, investment amount ratio). ③ the comparative research on the status quo of Chinese port safety investment with foreign developed countries.

In the technical measures, based on the input and output theory of economics being applied to the research process, the related quantitative analysis is studying on the input and output of port safety. Using the investment theory and technology to the research on the analysis research for investment source, safety decision and investment risks of port safety and other issues. And being used the basic theory of economic management to study that such as the raising and management of funds for safety measures, the depreciation of safety equipment and facility, and the safety and economic management of port enterprises, and other issues.

The analysis of port accident loss is based on the necessary limits analysis and investigation of port accident and accident loss, to define the scope of the direct economic loss and the indirect economic loss, to establish the estimation model for direct economic loss and the indirect economic loss.

The analysis of port accident compensation should first introduce Chinese accident compensation system and international compensation of port accident, and to compare the different. This analysis is taking port compensation case as the analysis object, to study and put forward the suggestions on port accident compensation.

The safety benefit is the destination and goal of the research on port safety economics. The economic benefit for port safety should be including two aspects that the economic benefit for port safety and social benefit, to study on the basic content and evaluation method of the evaluation on the economic benefit for port safety, and to make prediction for the trend of port safety investments, based on the fast growing of port transportation demand. On the basis of this study, to put forward views and suggestions for the decision-making of the country's port safety.

3 Basic characteristics

The economics of port safety is a new special cross subject, which is being across the natural sciences and social. The subject investigated and task for the economics of port safety determine the subject characteristics (Figure 2.). From the research method for the economics of port safety, which is systemic, advance and superiority [1-4]. From the discipline essence for the economics of port safety, which is marginal and practicability.

![Figure 2. The basic characteristic for the economics of port safety.](https://www.example.com/figure2.png)

① Comprehensive. From research content, the economics of port safety related to economics theory, and related to the basic method of safety management and safety technology, also include the basic content of port transportation. From research method, the economics of port safety is to use the basic method of economics, also make the use of safety management, safety engineering theory, but also consider the basic rules and characteristics of port. Therefore, the economics of port safety needs very strong comprehensive to carry out research, and many of the necessary factors are indispensable.

② Systemic. The problems for the economics of port safety are often complicated problems of multi-objective, multi variables. The safety factors and economics factors are considered in solving the problems for the economics of port safety. Also it should analyze its own factors of the subject investigated, and analyze the variety factors which associated with subject investigated. This constitutes the systematic for the research process and scope.

③ Advance. The output for the economics of port safety is often delay and lag behind, and the essence of port safety activities has the characteristics which are foresight and preventive. Therefore, the economic activities of port safety should have to be advance which
adapt to the requirements of economic production activities

① Decisional. The economics activities of port safety should be based on scientific decision-making. In the port transportation, the decision-making of safety aspects is always the priority among priorities of port management. But to ensure safety need invest. What kind of method used in the process of port safety investment is the most reasonable and guaranteed for port safety, and what way can make the maximum benefit for safety investment. So the economics of port safety will provide optimization techniques and methods for the economic decision of safety.

② Marginality. The economic problems of port safety like other economic problems, not only restricted by the laws of nature (the restriction of safety objective law), but also controlled by the economic laws. That is, the economics of port safety is necessary to study some natural laws of safety, also to study the economic laws for port safety. Therefore, the economics of port safety is a borderline science which is across the natural science and social science of safety.

③ Practicality. The economic problems of safety, which being researching on the economics of port safety, are all with strong technical and practical. The research on the economics of port safety is to service and protect the safety and health development of port production transportation, and port safety is as a required service in the operation of port enterprises. The economics of port safety provide the technical methods and guidance for how to ensure the safety of port transportation production, and how to achieve the rationalization, maximization, scientific for safety input and output. The economics of port safety is directly applied to the specific safety operation in port, and is really solve the practical problems of the port, which is be of great practical value.

4 Basic method

The basic method used in the research on the economics of port safety is the method of dialectical materialism [1, 3,8]. The basic method should pay specifically attention to reverse thinking method, comparative analysis method, investigation and study method, and the quantitative and qualitative analysis method, also should pay attention to the combination method of macroscopic and microscopic [9,10]. And some scholars have also proposed the opportunity cost method. At the same time, it should absorb and apply the existing relevant disciplines, with the system method of multidisciplinary comprehensive research.

① Reverse thinking method. In order to achieve safety, it should be to necessary research on the condition and cause of the accident. It should start from the observation and analysis of safety accident, reversely trace the reason and condition for the occurrence of safety accident, thus to eliminate the cause and condition for the occurrence of safety accident.

② Comparative analysis method. Port safety system is a multi-variable, multi object system which is involving a wide range and complex contact factor. Therefore, the research way and method should be scientific and reasonable, and should be in line with the objective requirement. The comparison analysis method is one of the basic method to grasp the characteristics and law of system. It can get accurate understanding only through analysis and comparison.

③ Investigation and study method. In order to understand the law for the economics of port safety, it should carried out according to the existing experience and data, and to get the truth from practice. Therefore, the investigation and study method is an important method to know the rules of port safety. The rules of accident loss can be prompted and reflected only through lots of investigation and study.

④ The quantitative and qualitative analysis method. The number relationship analysis and the scientific quantitative analysis for the economic problems of port safety, is the inevitable requirement of the development for the economics of port safety. Because of the constraint on the objective factors and the basic theory, some propositions for the economic field of port safety are not absolute quantification. It is necessary to use the method of quantitative and qualitative analysis, in order to obtain the reasonable and correct conclusion.

The concept of opportunity cost can lead into the process of research on the economics of port safety. In the real world, "no free lunch" is the true saying. Everything in the world has a price to pay. The economics of port safety also can be analyzed using the related theory of opportunity cost, in order to obtain greater benefits for input and output. In addition, it should also pay attention to set up the system and the dynamic point of view, and use the method of macro and micro.

Figure 3. The basic method for the economics of port safety.

5 Research significance

The task for the economics of port safety is to reveal the objective law on the occurrence, development and movement for the economic relations of port safety. And the task is to discuss the realization of port safety production, safety of life, and that the way, method and measures for safety of survival. The economics of port safety not only provides the basis theoretical and reference for the scientific safety guidelines and policies formulated by country and government, but also provide technical support and basic working method for the port enterprise to organize the safety resource allocation optimization and the safety technical management. The economics of port safety can not only provide theoretical guidance for the port safety work, but also provides the
implementation options for the actual work of port safety management. Through research on the economics of port safety, thus it can provide the maximum protection for the health and development of port transportation production, so as to promote the harmonious development of the society and economy thriving and prosperous.

To discuss the relationship between port safety and port economy, and to study economic problems of port safety, it is an important topic which constantly sought by many experts and scholars, and the actual workers. The real development of the port also continuously puts forward new requirements to the theory workers who study port problems.

Safety economics [1-4,11,12] itself is in the growth stage, and the development of the discipline is imperfection. The economics of port safety as a part of the safety economics, also is imperfection, and there are very few existing research achievements. In this background, the economic significance for research on the economics of port safety is particularly important. Specifically, embodied in the following aspects:

1. the research has great significance for port safety production. Port safety is the basis guarantee for the development of economic benefits. There is the dialectical relationship such as correlation dependence and mutually reinforcing, between port safety and economic benefits.

2. the research provides a theoretical basis for government decision-making in the aspect of port safety, especially to reverse the wrong understandings on port safety for some of the government departments and the port enterprises. In the port industry, it also exists the fuzzy recognition that the safety investment is not to create economic benefits, and safety investment is a completely free return. The research purpose on the economics of port safety is to make the government, corporate decision makers and safety workers who can correct understanding, on the role of safety and the benefit created by safety. So that the decision-making of port safety in the relevant departments is more scientific and practical. It must not only see the political significance, but also pay attention to the economic benefit.

3. the research provides a theoretical tool for safety activities of port enterprises. The realization of port safety needs to invest, and the reasonable investment should be how much, how to achieve greater safety benefit and economic benefit based on limited investment. These must be the guiding theory and method of scientific selection. The related research results can be used to guide port enterprises for the reasonable selection of safety investment and safety means, in order to improve the level for the economic decision-making of safety and management.

4. the research has practical value for establishing the system of safety management system for the throughout port industry, and for further improving the level of port safety in China. The correlation research on port safety in China is overall relatively weak. Undoubtedly, the research on the economics of port safety can greatly enrich the research content for port safety in China, and promote scientific research for port safety in China.

5. the research has important significance to promote the study on safety economics. Safety economics is a macro research for the safety economic problems. The safety economics for port is from a field to study on the economic problems. And it is based on the related theories of safety economics to research on safety of port industry. The safety economic problems of this field can enrich the research content of safety economics from the perspective of scientific research. It has positive role in promoting the research on safety economics. In a sense, the study on the economics of port safety is groundbreaking.

6 Conclusion

Based on the research on the basic characteristics, basic contents and research methods for the economics of port safety, this article tries to make a little contribution in the research framework aspect for establishing the economics of port safety. The research on the economics of port safety can from different angles to study, and it is a matter of opinion. The article is from start out the general system of economics, based on the basic theory of safety economics, along the idea of the input channels, cost accounting and benefit analysis. Without a doubt, the point of view in this article is only the statements of a school, only carries on the discussion to the economics of port safety from one aspect.

The complexity of the economics of port safety put forward the challenge of milepost significance to every interested person. It needs to give more attention and research, in order to continuously expand and improve the research on the economics of port safety, for the port service, the water transport industry service and the social service.
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